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WELCOME
Home to dramatic landscapes, pristine beaches, crystal clear sea,
breathtaking mountains, and picturesque countryside brimming
with tradition, Montenegro is a small but extremely beautiful
country.

The country’s deep canyons, fast rivers, glacial lakes, and thick
forests provide high-octane experiences for all adventure-seekers.
Meanwhile luxurious, restaurants, pebbly beaches, and quaint
coastal towns provide ultimate relaxation.

Continue on to Croatia’s Dalmatian Coast, one of the most
beautiful in the world. With more than a thousand islands,
historic cities, and sleepy Mediterranean villages her idyllic
beauty will entice you from beginning to end. It will immediately
become clear why it was used as the primary filming location for
Game of Thrones.

Drop anchor in secluded inlets, pull into sweeping beaches and
explore hidden caves, enjoying the freedom of soaking up the
sun as you watch the coast slide by. Experience the unique
personalities of the individual islands from gourmet food and
vibrant bars, to extreme adventures in serene national parks.

We look forward to hearing your thoughts.

Lana Jevremović
Pelorus Yacht Expeditions Designer 
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DAY 1 – BUDVA

• Fly into the seaside town of Budva and join your vessel
• Spend your first day in Montenegro indulging in unique spa

experiences at One&Only Chenot
• Enjoy a welcome dinner in Savina winery with local musicians to

entertain you
• Return to your vessel

DAY 2 – BUDVA | LAKE SKADAR

• Drive through spectacular lakes to the largest lake in the Balkans,
Skadar lake

• Here indulge in an exclusive tour involving hiking, kayaking, and
driving

• Enjoy a wild lunch and a wine tasting in a highly exclusive vineyard
• Head out for a sunset, heart-pumping ATV experience on the

rugged coastal tracks of Boka Bay with an expert videographer
and drone pilot to capture your epic journey

• Cruise overnight to Porto Montenegro

DAY 3 – LOVCEN NATIONAL PARK

• Head into Lovcen National Park by driving up a spectacular
serpentine route and explore narrow forested trails while your
vessel cruises to Kotor

• Al fresco lunch in Lovcen National Park
• Kayak in the waters around Kotor before heading in to town for

dinner at an exclusive restaurant

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE



DAY 4 – TARA CANYON

• Heli inland to the stunning Tara River Canyon, Europe’s deepest
canyon

• Wild picnic lunch on the banks of the river
• Zip line across the vast canyon

DAY 5 – DUBROVNIK

• Enjoy breakfast onboard before heading inland to explore the old
town on foot with a local guide

• Head into the surrounding countryside for a traditional Croatian
cooking lesson and homemade lunch

• Explore the Konavle coastline on horseback
• Witness the unique Dubrovnik games, a medieval spectacle

featuring music, dancing, and other entertainment
• Pelorus can secure you a table at one of Dubrovnik’s finest

restaurants

DAY 6 – HVAR

• Cruise to the stunning island of Hvar
• Explore an essential oil distillery
• Learn how essential oils are pressed from a variety of different

herbs and plants
• Pick up some of the distillery’s best presses to take home with you
• Return to your vessel for an afternoon of watersports
• Head in to town for an evening of fine dining and cocktails in

Hvar’s chicest spots



DAY 7 – SPLIT MARINA

• Private tour of Split ’s historical centre with an expert local guide
• Uncover the secrets of Split’s underground tunnels
• Hop in a heli and head to Bibic Winery for a spectacular dining

experience

DAY 8 – KORNATI NATIONAL PARK

• Dive the blue depths of the Kornati Archipelago replete with caves,
reefs, and sheer cliffs

• Swim among shoals of brightly coloured fish
• Privatised beach set up for an afternoon of relaxation and

indulgence
• Enjoy a delicious and decadent dinner with a magnificent

fireworks display

DAY 9 – GACKA RIVER

• Heli from Zadar to Paklenica National Park and head below the
earth to uncover a winding underground cave system while your
vessel repositions to Senj

• Stop for a picnic lunch prepared and set up by your crew in
Paklenica

• Heli to the the Gacka River for an afternoon of kayaking and fly
fishing

• Drive back to meet your vessel in Senj
• Enjoy dinner on board as you cruise to Rijeka

ITINERARY AT A GLANCE



DAY 10 – RISNAJAK

• Drive inland to Risnajak National Park
• Hike through the wilderness, keeping a eye out for bears, lynx, and

wolve
• Enjoy a delicious lunch in the mountain meadows surrounded by

alpine flowers
• Return to your vessel in the late afternoon and enjoy watersports

around your vessel
• Cruise over dinner to Pula

DAY 11 – PULA | ISTRIAN PENINSULA

• Explore the Roman ruins
• Head inland on the Istrian Peninsula for a forest truffle hunt

followed by delicious truffle tasting
• Tour a privately owned vineyard and indulge in a wine tasting
• Pelorus can secure you a table at one of Pula’s best restaurants or

a spectacular performance in the Roman Amphitheatre
• Cruise overnight to Venice

DAY 12 & 13 – VENICE

• Explore the fascinating island of Murano
• Witness a glass blowing demonstration given by master craftsmen
• Head out on a treasure hunt through Venice, for an added layer of

competition, split into teams and race to reach the final
destination first

• Enjoy a delicious lunch in one of Venice’s top restaurants
• Dress in spectacular Venetian costumes and masques for your very

own Masquerade in the city’s historic buildings



ExperienceYOUR EXPERIENCE

YOUR EXPERIENCE



DAY 1 – BUDVA
Fly in to Budva and join your vessel to get settled in.

Spend your first day in Montenegro, indulging in absolute relaxation
in the pristine spa at One&Only Chenot. For almost 50 years Chenot
has been at the forefront of the wellness movement. What sets
Chenot apart is the application of a rigorous scientific approach with
a broader holistic outlook. From diagnostics to treatments, the
Chenot Method® is unique in both composition and the carefully
sequenced delivery.

In the late afternoon, make your way to the Savina winery. Perched on
hills that roll down to the sea, the Savina winery is home to some of
the best views in Montenegro as well as the most delicious vintages.
The wines grown at this vineyard are all focussed on locality and
tradition. The finest grapes are picked by hand and nurtured in
French oak barrels in the estate cellar. Try some of the estates best
vintages and explore the vineyard on foot lit up by the golden setting
sun.

Dress: dressy casual, country club casual, lounge dress. Comfy shoes

In the evening, enjoy a spectacular welcome dinner, complete with
local delicacies and musicians from the local area. With views over the
ocean, this is the perfect way to begin you Mediterranean adventure.

Dress: beach formal, lounge dress

Return to your vessel for your first night onboard in Montenegro.



DAY 2 – BUDVA | LAKE SKADAR
Drive across spectacular Montenegrin landscapes towards the largest
lake in the Balkans, Skadar Lake.

Skadar is specifically revered for the rich flora and fauna on its shores
and is an important habitat of many species of water birds. The many
abandoned fishing villages located on it’s shores showcase it’s storied
cultural heritage.

Your tour follows an ancient caravan route through the forested valley
to the ruins of an Ottoman bridge, the village of Dupilo, and onward
to an idyllic swim in the unspoiled surroundings of cascading
waterfalls and natural springs. From this point you will travel by jeep
to the hinterlands and a unique 10th Century village where the clocks
have literally remained stopped since the 1979 earthquake.

Refresh yourself in a nearby vineyard where you can indulge in a wine
tasting of the finest local vintages with delicious food pairings.

Dress: summer casual, dressy casual, country club casual, lounge
dress

Return to your vessel to rest and relax before embarking on a heart
pumping ATV adventure along the coastal tracks of Boka Bay.

Return to your vessel for a well earned dinner on deck as you begin
your cruise to Porto Montenegro.



DAY 3 – LOVCEN NATIONAL PARK
Leave your vessel in Porto Montenegro and make your way inland
while she repositions to Kotor. Head into Lovcen National Park by
driving jeeps up the spectacular serpentine road. At the peak of this
road you will truly feel as though you are touching the clouds. The
road continues towards the heart off the national park and as you
drive you will witness the abundance of flora and fauna. Hop out of
your vehicle and hike up a series of steep steps to reach the highest
point in the park for spectacular views. Or stick to the lower trails
which will take you criss-crossing through the park’s stunning
landscapes.

The park is small but diverse with a wide variety of habitats and a
range of flora and fauna. It even holds two separate climate zones:
Mediterranean and Continental.

Stop for an al fresco lunch in the centre of the park and enjoy the
absolute serenity of being surrounded by nature. Or stop in a local
village for a meal and some local coffee.
Dress: summer casual

Return to your vessel where you can simply relax on board or embark
on an afternoon of sea kayaking through the pristine waters
surrounding Kotor.

Dine in one of the city’s buzzing restaurants and dance the night
away in one of the vibrant local bars. Pelorus can get you a table at
some of the city’s most exclusive and hard to access restaurants.*

*Pelorus recommends Luna Rossa
Dress: dressy casual, country club casual, lounge dress, beach formal



DAY 4 – TARA CANYON
After a leisurely morning on deck, heli inland to the dramatic Tara
River Canyon. Your ride will see you soaring over the rugged
Montenegrin landscape as you fly over national parks, authentic
villages, before landing on the banks of the world’s second deepest
canyon, Tara.

The Tara River carved one of the biggest gorges in the world: 78km
long and 1,300m deep at its peak.

The best views of the canyon come from zigzagging in between it,
get your adrenaline up with a zip line adventure across the canyon.
Witness epic views in every direction as you fly through the sky across
these deep natural gorges.

Cool of with a refreshing drink and lunch on a local farm. The
ingredients to create a delicious lunch for you are all grown on the
farm. Enjoy this food in the heart of nature, surrounding by the rolling
landscape of the farmland.

Heli back to your waiting vessel for a relaxed dinner on board as you
begin cruising towards Croatia.



DAY 5 – DUBROVNIK
Enjoy breakfast on board as you cruise in to Dubrovnik. Head into the 
ancient old city, which was the famous King’s Landing in Game of 
Thrones. Delve deep into the Dark Ages with your private guide, 
visiting various filming spots, including the Red Keep and Jesuit 
staircase where Cersei executed the walk of shame.

Continue in land to the countryside surrounding Dubrovnik. Visit a 
local, family-run farm where you will receive a cooking lesson. You will 
make some of Croatia’s most famous and delicious dishes using the 
farm’s ingredients and enjoy the meal with the family.
Dress: summer casual (includes dress, linen pants)

After your well-earned lunch, head out into the Konavle Valley on 
horseback. Nestled between the mountains and the Adriatic coast, 
Konavle is full of flourishing wildlife, cypress an pine trees, and vast 
green fields dotted with family-run wineries and olive groves. 
Dress: summer casual comfy

From July-August, Dubrovnik hosts the Dubrovnik Summer Games, a 
medieval-style performing arts extravaganza featuring musicians, 
dancers and actors performing at various locations within the old 
town, from fortress ruins to open-air cobble-stone theatres. 

Get your heart racing on a tandem paragliding experience off 
Dubrovnik’s mesmerising coastline, with spectacular views over the 
old town, its castles and fortresses.

Return to your vessel in the evening to freshen up before enjoying 
dinner on deck, or Pelorus can secure you a table at one of 
Dubrovnik’s exclusive restaurants. 
Dress: dressy casual, country club casual, lounge dress, beach formal

*Pelorus recommends Amfora



DAY 6 – HVAR
Surrounded by the Adriatic Sea – a symbol of vitality in and of itself –
the island of Hvar is full of stunning and secluded spots, from remote
beaches to hikes with breathtaking views.

Head inland to a local distillery where they press their own beautiful
essential oils. Discover how the distillery grows their own unique
variety of plants and herbs such as lavender, bay, and rosemary.

Then learn about how these plants are carefully fried and processed
to create some of the world’s best essential oils. You may even want
to pick up a few bottles of these rejuvenating natural remedies to
take with you.
Dress: summer casual

Return to your vessel for an afternoon of relaxation off the coast of
Hvar. Race around the glistening code on water toys and paddle
among shoals of fish. In the evening, head into the buzzing town of
Hvar where you can enjoy harbourside cocktails and a delicious
seafood dinner accompanied by live music.*

Hvar is also known as one of the nightlife hubs in Croatia, attracting 
world-renowned artists to its stages. Head to Carpe Diem and Hula 
Hula for a night of barefoot dancing, delicious cocktails and both local 
and international beats.
Dress: dressy casual, country club casual, lounge dress, beach formal

Return to your vessel to begin your cruise north to Split. 

*Pelorus recommends Passarola



DAY 7 – SPLIT
Wake up and enjoy breakfast on board as you cruise towards Split.

Step inside Diocletian’s Palace (a UNESCO World Heritage Site and 
one of the world’s most impressive Roman monuments). It may look 
familiar as it was the slave city of Meereen in Game of Thrones 
conquered by Daenerys Targaryen. Several scenes were filmed in the 
ancient catacombs and underground paths which are still functional 
today and sometimes used as a marketplace. Visit Daenerys’s throne 
room where she trained her three dragons. 

Always buzzing, this exuberant city is perfect to explore at your leisure 
as you are free to duck into vibrant cafes and stroll along cobbled 
streets at a gentle pace. Explore on your own or with an expert guide. 

Continue your expedition to a suburb of Split and embark on a 
unique adventure through the subterranean parts of the Diocletian’s 
aqueduct stretching more than 9 kilometres from the spring of Jadro
River to downtown Split.

With the help of a local speleogist descend underground to witness 
the marvel of Roman engineering: miles of perfectly constructed 
aqueduct carved into the solid rock. Fully equipped with a hard hat, 
boots, an jumpsuit, you will explore a section of the aqueduct before 
returning to the city proper. 
Dress: comfy summer casual with comfy shoes

In the evening, you will be whisked away for a spectacular flight to 
Bibić winery. Here you can relax and refresh yourself in a self-
contained villa before you enjoy a sumptuous tasting menu with 
delicious wine pairings from the vineyard. Choose to stay overnight in 
this corner of paradise, or make your way back to Split.
Dress: dressy casual, country club casual, lounge dress, beach formal



DAY 8 – KORNATI ISLANDS
NATIONAL PARK
Spend a day at leisure in the Kornati National Park. The Kornati
Islands National Park between Sibenik and Zadar is a spectacular
archipelago that includes 109 mostly uninhabited islands, islets, reefs
and craggy rocks scattered like jewels over an area of 224 square
kilometres.

Diving within the Kornati National Park is an unforgettable
experience. The geography of the underwater environment
combined with abundant marine life make for exciting and unique
dive sites.

The underwater topography in the Kornati archipelago is as varied
under the surface as it is above. Divers will delight in the caves,
tunnels, crevices, sheer walls, cliffs and reefs. The boulders are covered
in colourful soft corals and red gorgonians while plentiful small to
medium marine life creates fascinating diversions. Because of its
history and position, there are also a number of wrecks to explore
surrounding the islands, particularly shipwrecks hidden in the depths.

If diving doesn’t appeal, this is the perfect day to relax and enjoy the
islands. Enjoy an opulent beach set up for an afternoon of relaxation
and adventure. Utilise your vessels cache of watertoys and race along
the pristine waters.

In the evening, enjoy cocktails on deck and stop in a local restaurant
for a delicious, fresh seafood dinner. Cruise overnight towards Zadar.



DAY 9 – GACKA RIVER
Leave your vessel in Zadar as she prepares to reposition to Senj and
board your helicopter to fly inland to Paklenica National Park. Hike
through the national park before heading underground to explore a
spectacular, winding cave system. The cave's broad chambers and
the beauty of its speleothems have been enchanting visitors
since 1937. It boasts stunning natural formations such as stalagmites,
stalactites, flowstones.

Enjoy a wild picnic lunch prepared and served by your chef and crew
in the landscapes of Paklenica National Park, surrounded by nature.

Hop back in to your heli to meet your private expert Pelorus guide for
private kayaking on river Gacka. An ideal activity for people who like
to enjoy landscapes without any stress. There are almost no waterfalls.
Only one at the end of the route, and you can choose whether you
want to pass through or not.

The route is 8 km long and you might need between 2 and 3 hours to
complete it, depending on your paddling speed and how much you
want to admire the scenery along the way.

Return in a car to your vessel in Senj and enjoy dinner on board.
Cruise overnight to Rijeka.



DAY 10 – RISNJAK NATIONAL 
PARK 
Meet your local guide in Opatija Marina and start your private wildlife
watching tour of Risnjak National Park. Relatively isolated and rarely
visited, despite being only 32km northeast of Rijeka, Risnjak National
Park covers an area of 63 sq km and rises up to 1528m at its highest
peak, Veliki Risnjak. The landscape linking the Alps with the Balkan
ranges is thickly forested with beech and pine trees, and carpeted
with meadows and wildflowers.

The bracing alpine breezes make it the perfect hideaway when the
coastal heat and crowds become overpowering. Most of the park is
virgin forest, with only a few settlements. Named after the lynx,
Risnjak National Park is one of the few places left in Europe that is
home to this rare animal and other extensive wildlife, including bears
and wolves, which are now rarely found in most parts of Europe.
Wildlife-watching with expert guides is a highlight. If you are
interested, Pelorus can also provide an expert wildlife photographer
to show you how to capture even the most elusive animals in
exquisite detail.

Enjoy a delicious picnic lunch prepared and served by your vessel’s
chef and crew in the alpine meadows surrounded by wildflowers and
wildlife.
Dress: summer casual

Return to your vessel in the afternoon and enjoy relaxation on board
and watersports in the bay.



DAY 11 – PULA | ISTRIAN 
PENINSULA
Enjoy breakfast on board off the coast of the vibrant city of Pula. Head
ashore to meet your chauffeur and local guide in Pula Marina. Drive
inland on the Istrian Peninsula for a morning forest truffle hunt with
trained dogs. Taste the fruits of your efforts in a delicious truffle
tasting.

Continue on to a privately owned vineyard. Here you will receive an
exclusive vineyard tour and farmhouse lunch accompanied by some
of the vineyards finest vintages. Pick a few of your favourite bottles
and add them to your vessel’s collection.
Dress: summer casual, dressy casual, country club casual, lounge
dress

Enjoy a private guided tour of Pula with emphasis on the Roman
Ruins. Any walk through town will ultimately lead you to the focal
point - the outstanding, and very intact Roman amphitheatre, and
numerous other monuments of Roman architecture.

A perfect finish to your walk, ending in the main square – a historical
meeting place since the Augustan Age. If you are in Pula at the right
time, enjoy a live performance in the amphitheatre, or Pelorus can
gain you exclusive access to the space where you can host a one-of-a-
kind evening of music and theatre.

In the evening, Pelorus can secure you a table at one of Pula’s finest
and most revered restaurants.*

*Pelorus recommends Batelina
Dress: dressy casual, country club casual, lounge dress, beach formal



DAY 12 & 13 – VENICE
Having cruised overnight, wake up anchored off the stunning floating
city of Venice. Make your way on land in this iconic city where you will
split into teams and embark on a thrilling treasure hunt through the
city.

Unravel riddles and tasks that will take you from Gondolas to world
renowned architectural gems. Wander through quiet backstreets
uncovering symbols outside ancient churches and uncovering the
darker side of Venice from inside its crypts and secret passages.

Race against each other in the company of local guides who will
make sure that you stay on track during your hunt. Whoever makes it
to the final destination first will win the grand prize.

Explore the quiet island of Murano. Witness a spectacular glass
blowing demonstration by the master craftsmen who have perfected
their skills with years of practice.

Dine in Venice’s many gourmet and Michelin starred restaurants.
Dress: dressy casual, country club casual, lounge dress, beach formal

Return to your vessel in the afternoon where you will prepare yourself
for a grand and elegant Masquerade Ball in one of Venice’s most
stunning palaces. This will be the majestic closing act of your time in
Croatia and Italy. Dressed in elaborate costumes, complete with
ornate masks, this is a once-in-a-lifetime way to end your adventure.

On your final day in Venice, wake up and wish farewell to your crew as
you prepare to begin your journey home.



MORE ABOUT PELORUS

MORE ABOUT 
PELORUS



WHO WE ARE
Currently 80% of yacht activity takes place in
20% of the world’s oceans, but with the shift in
experiential travel and a growing number of
expedition yachts under construction, Pelorus is
on a mission to increase the number of yachts
travelling further afield, and to become the
world’s foremost yacht expedition specialists.

By working with our global network of industry
leading experts, together with our expertise in
remote locations and challenging environments,
we create and deliver awe-inspiring and
unrivalled yacht adventures designed specifically
to the client’s brief.

Pelorus put the focus on the experience, and by
using the yacht as the platform we open up
opportunities to discover the world from a
trilateral perspective – land, sea or air. We pride
ourselves on attention to detail, creativity and
due diligence, designing extraordinary
experiences for those seeking something truly
different.



PELORUS 
YACHTING 
TEAM
Pelorus have a dedicated Yacht Expeditions
department run by a passionate team with decades
of experience on board yachts, leading expeditions
and in the yachting sector. Founded and led by two
former army captains, Pelorus execute experiential
yachting experiences that are safe, seamless and
completely unique, delivered always with military
precision.



HOW WE WORK
The yacht expeditions we design at 
Pelorus are ambitious and hugely 
innovative. Every itinerary is built from 
scratch and every possible resource is 
explored to unlock exclusive and unique 
opportunities for our clients. We take care 
of all technical aspects and permitting, 
always ensuring that the safety and 
comfort of our clients is prioritised. 

STAGE

STAGE

STAGE STAGE

STAGE

STAGE
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The first step is a meeting 
to discuss your brief, past 

experiences and 
inspiration so that we can 
understand exactly what 

it is you are hoping to 
achieve from your yacht 

expedition. 

Project Managers then 
perform extensive research 
around your brief, working 

with our network of 
international contacts to 

uncover the most suitable 
and exciting opportunities for 

you. 

We present several experience 
options with varying levels of 
luxury, action, adventure and 

exclusivity. We will meet again to 
discuss these and to identify the 

next steps. 

Itinerary fine tuning, risk 
assessments and due diligence 

around your experience to ensure 
total individuality and attention to 
detail. If necessary, we conduct a 

recce of your destination to further 
assess safety and to develop 

bespoke experiences.

Once you’re happy with your 
experience we confirm 

everything for you and share a 
pre-departure pack, advising 
on immunisations, cultural 

observations and packing lists. 

It’s time to start your yacht 
expedition. As well as your 

world-class guides and 
experts, your assigned Project 

Manager will be available 
throughout the duration of 

your experience to take care 
of any issues. 



WHO WE WORK WITH
We work exclusively with a 
network of industry leaders who 
allow us to consider areas and 
experiences that most other 
travel companies would not give 
a second thought to.

1
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PELORUS
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We have a network of highly-
experienced dive guides for each 
region we operate in, including access 
to dive equipment and compressors.

DIVING SERVICES:

A Pelorus project manager or trusted 
guide on the ground with you at all times 
to ensure an additional level of support 
and the smooth running of your 
experience. 

HOST:

Pelorus has a network of doctors and 
medics in all regions, available to travel 
with your group or to be on standby 
should any medical support be required, 
available at the touch of a button through 
a dedicated 24/7 support line. 

24/7 MEDICAL SUPPORT LINE:

Add a further element of education to your 
experience by spending time with 
respected field professionals. These include 
marine biologists, conservationists, 
archaeologists and scientists. 

EDUCATE:

Take one of our skilled yacht expedition 
photographers and/or videographers 
with you and let them capture the 
highlights of your experience that you 
can share, re-live and enjoy as a photo 
book or edited movie. 

PHOTOGRAPHY & VIDEO :

Pelorus works with leading aviation 
companies, from commercial airlines and 
private jet charters to local helicopter 
operators. We can transfer guests from 
home to superyacht anywhere in the 
world.

AVIATION:

Through our partners we can provide 
personal protection, risk management 
services and any additional security 
where necessary, ensuring your safety 
and total protection when travelling in 
potentially volatile areas.

SECURITY:

In addition to what is already on board 
the yacht, we can source a wide range 
of specialist equipment to take your 
experience to the next level. 

SPECIALIST EQUIPMENT:

ADDITIONAL SERVICES



CLIENT
TESTIMONIALS

“Elise and the team planned and 
executed two owner trips, one to 

Iceland and one to Greenland. 
Both were extremely active and 

required minute attention to 
detail and constant logistical 

monitoring. They had heli-ops and 
extreme sports every day in 

addition to catering for those 
guests that required a slower pace, 
not to mention the family element 
of a young child. Everything from 

visas to service and hosting on 
board was taken care of and was a 
huge help to myself and the crew.”

“The trip was unforgettable and 
wonderful. We had so many fantastic 

moments and memories that it’s going 
to take a while to process. Patagonia is a 

truly special place. Big thanks to the 
team for your hard work in making this 
happen for us on such short notice and 

your flexibility throughout.”Z.S., Purser on a 75m Private 
Motor Yacht, Iceland & 

Greenland

“We got in touch with Pelorus to 
plan our next two years of cruising. 
As my family is growing I have to 

balance my love of staying in 
remote areas with my children’s 

latest obsessions and safety too of 
course. Pelorus have been 

providing us with a great variety 
that suits everyone and have even 
arranged a press trip that I expect 
to bear fruit in the charter market.“

V.G., Owner of Private Member 
Vessel, Circumnavigation 

Planning

"It was a great pleasure for Yachtzoo
to collaborate with Pelorus recently 

and put together a spectacular 
charter for a family group aboard 

SURI in Papua New Guinea and the 
Solomon Islands. The team are 

definitely ‘hands on’ which is great, 
their professionalism was 

exceptional throughout the process 
and literally left no stone unturned 
to ensure a memorable experience 

for the client. Attention to detail 
was first class from the initial 

briefing onwards, the supply of 
information was spot on to help the 

crew fully prepare in the remote 
location and all the logistics worked 

perfectly. The client was thrilled 
with the adventure and already 

planning a repeat charter which is 
great testimony so all round a very 

positive experience."

Neil Hornsby, Yacht Charter Broker 
for YACHTZOO

Sasha K, Patagonia



PELORUS
IN THE PRESS

“Comfort-cushioned adventures to 
the planet’s ice-bound limits”

-

“How two former 
army captains 
are using their 
military know-

how to 
disrupt luxury 

travel”
-
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OUR
PARTNERS
Pelorus is committed to protecting the
planet – in particular, the special places
we are fortunate enough to visit. We
therefore support special conservation
and environmental projects, helping to
preserve these areas and
ecosystems for future generations.

Our official partners are the World
Land Trust (WLT). In addition to
this organisation, we encourage and
assist our clients to support
foundations and charities local to our
areas of operation.



General Enquiries

Email: yachts@pelorusX.com

UK Tel: +44 20 38 48 542

USA Tel: +1 91 75 12 97 77

Head Office

126 New Kings Road, London, SW6 4LZ

Website

www.pelorusX.com

Social Media

@PELORUSX

CONTACT US

Geordie Mackay-Lewis

geordie@pelorusx.com

Co-Founder & Managing 
Director

Jimmy Carroll

jimmy@pelorusx.com

Co-Founder & Business 
Development Director

Elise Ciappara

elise@pelorusx.com

Head of Yacht 
Expeditions

Lana Jevremović

lana@pelorusx.com

Expeditions Designer

https://pelorusx.com/



